
THE COMMON SLASHER FILM TROPES IN IT FOLLOWS A HORROR FILM

Horror films get your heart thumping and your blood pumping. This one is such a common trope some might consider it
integral to the genre (), Paranormal Activity (), The Conjuring (), It Follows (), so popular among filmmakers is kind of
due to the necessities of slasher films.

Clover in her examination of the genre. While The Witch is not a slasher, it still has the kind of body count
expected from that kind of horror. Kill the Cutie : Many slashers have several white-hot nova babeilicous girls
Villain-Based Franchise : Especially popular with slashers. Mike tries to run them off the road, and the games
begin. Slasher killers especially love using previous victims this way. Implacable Man : Killers in these
movies are rather hard to kill, if not nigh-indestructible. Childs Play -- In a desperate move to continue living,
a Serial Killer transfers his soul into a body of a doll. Tags the cabin in the woods Recently in Movies. The
film itself is known for being quite gory and disturbing and also for pushing the trope of people being
murdered at a summer camp. It wasn't until the final years of the 80s that slashers finally burned out, as the
established franchises grew stale and the ripoffs grew more desperate, but it wouldn't be for long. Final Girl :
The Trope Maker. While the film may not be as well-known as some of the others on this list, it certainly had
a direct influence on later titles like Scream and even earned a sequel of the same name in  Blood and Black
Lace was formative for the Italian giallo, a subgenre of film that refers to stylized murder mysteries that merge
thriller elements with horror. Not Quite Dead : If a slasher movie goes into sequels, chances are this applies to
the killer. It Follows can be viewed on Amazon. To minimize costs, locations were reduced and time took
place over a brief period. It came after the "golden era" of slashers that brought us things like Halloween and
Friday the 13th, but it did revive the genre in a way that many other films failed to do. The genre again petered
out by the end of the 90s, thanks to parodies like Scary Movie as well as the rise of the J-Horror and Torture
Porn flicks that dominated the following decade , but once again, it wouldn't be for long. The genre and its
popular films created many of the tropes we see in horror today, and many franchises have been spawned out
of the films. Toilet Horror : Unsuspecting victims may be taken out in the bathroom. Sean S. Evil Laugh --
Med-students are killed in an ex-orphanage. A deluge of copycats, including sequels to Halloween and Friday
the 13th, flooded theaters throughout the first half of the s, from Prom Night to My Bloody Valentine to The
Burning , and just when the craze seemed ready to die, A Nightmare on Elm Street arrived in and brought in a
supernatural element to the proceedings. All of them can appear and disappear as if by magic , and the corpses
of their victims are equally elusive. Happy Birthday to Me -- Murders happen around an academy as Virginia's
birthday draws closer. Death on Demand -- Contestants of a Halloween reality show are butchered by a
mountain climber's ghost. Slasher movies are about individuals: one man is doing all the killing, and only one
girl will outwit him and survive. In fact, many of the death sequences are lifted and replicated in Friday the
13th Part 2. Thirteen Women can be rented or bought and viewed on Amazon. Ex: The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre. Credited alongside Scream with revitalizing the slasher genre, it is an exploration of
"teensploitation" in horror, specifically slashers. Don't Open Till Christmas -- It's Christmastime in London,
but a serial killer is prowling the streets, knocking off men who happen to be dressed like Santa Claus. Most
chillingly, Black Christmas refuses to giving meaning behind the violent deaths of its characters. Dwindling
Party : Many slashers begin with a group of six to 10 teen-agers or young college students, often representing
a cross section of interests and so forth. Developing Doomed Characters : Typical slasher movie opens with a
kill or two, and then use the next thirty minutes to establish the main cast for the grand slaughter to come.
Spoilers ahead! Despite its modest initial box office run, the film has garnered critical reappraisal, with film
historians noting its importance in the horror film genre and some even citing it as the original slasher film.
Dream Home -- Woman finds out that she can't afford a new apartment due to hike in stock market.
Halloween Halloween is an American slasher film that gave us two of the most important characters to the
horror film canon: Michael Myers and Laurie Strode. Blood Night the Legend of Mary Hatchet -- High school
students celebrating a local pseudo-holiday dubbed "Blood Night" find themselves being killed off, possibly
by the very urban legend figure whose infamy they are commemorating. The film drew on the tropes
presented in Black Christmas with the babysitter and the phone based off a popular urban myth , and this
opening sequence would go on to inspire the opening scene of Wes Craven's Scream. Clover in her seminal
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study of sexuality and horror cinema, Men, Women, and Chainsaws.


